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1 My brother studying in the class. 
2 She was studying in irlandia last year. 
3 I am studying in boston, with my dear teacher. 
4 Sam is studying to be a veterinarian. 
5 I am studying at campus. 
6 Wahyu studying match in class. 
7 We are studying about environtment. 
8 Are you studying right now? 
9 Lula studying right now 
10 She studying biology and match. 
11 Reta studying English in class. 
12  Are you studying physic? 
13 Mira studying at home. 
14 Are studying now? 
15 My little brother studying to walk. 
16  I am studying with my teacher. 
17 Studying is not the same as doing homework. 
18 He was studying math for a long time. 
19 She looks for some people and studying every people. 
20 I go to school every day, i am studying many kind of materials. 
BUILDING 
1 The existence of a childrens forum can building a child friendly village. 
2 Building in rural areas in pangelengan through agricultural vocation education. 
3 Building Indonesia from the village through contextual education 
4 Scouting can building young generation characters. 
5 I like this building, it so beautiful. 
6 I don’t like high building 
7 This building is so dirty. 
8 Do you she beautiful building 
9 This building is near completion. 
10 This building is very large. 
11 What’s that building? 
12 Joko make a building that house. 
13 President have to building hospital 
14 Look at that building! 
15 Luxury building has been maked by arcitece. 
16 Jakarta has many big buildings. 
17 Tell me how high that building! 
18 I love this building. 
19 The architecture draws a unique building. 
20 I have this building.  
PAINTING 
1 The outside of the house needs painting 
2 I’ll do some painting this afternoon. 
3 Is the painting a genuine Picasso? 
4 The ownership of the painting remain unclear. 
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5 My hobbies include reading and painting. 
6 He stepped back to admire the painting. 
7 The rain has spoilt my painting. 
8 The wall must be dubbed out before painting. 
9 I painting your face in my book. 
10 When you painting in the door, looks amazing. 
11 Please painting and writing for me. 
12 Why you painting in the sad moment? 
13 It’s beautiful painting. 
14 This house needs painting. 
15 Tom completed his painting. 
16 His hobby is painting pictures. 
17 You must not touch the painting. 
18 That’s a beautiful painting. 
19 Whose paintings are these? 
20 Do you have the painting?  
TRYING 
1 Andi trying eat some food. 
2 I’m trying drive a car. 
3 Are you trying to study now? 
4 I trying to call my friend now? 
5 She is trying to study hard 
6 My mother trying to cook some food. 
7 My partner trying to teach in front of the class. 
8 Her uncle to stop the bus. 
9 Nick was trying to wake her up so they could go to the mall. 
10 Why were you trying to call him? 
11 He’s trying to change, but it’s not easy. 
12 The boys lost no time in trying it. 
13 He’s trying to change, but it's not easy 
14 Trying new experiences teaches us about a true life 
15 Maybe cattie was simply trying to stay out of trouble. 
16 Are trying to protect her now? 
17 Hany trying to play follyball. 
18 My friend trying to called her brother to eat together. 
19 Ahmad trying to teach us 
20 My little sister trying to catch the flies.  
INTERESTING 
1 I find it interesting to observe, molly. 
2 Sound interesting, may i look at it? 
3 That might prove interesting, don’t you think? 
4 The girl so interesting 
5 My interesting is playing football. 
6 Interesting, what did he tell you? 
7 Combination word make sentence interesting. 
8 Your voice very interesting 
9 I was interesting with the new model of those brand shoes. 
10 They were interesting to our shoe.  
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SEMESTER 3 
STUDYING 
1 Shinta helping her mother cooking while she’s studying math 
2 That lecture stare at me when we are studying in her class 
3 I bother him when he is studying 
4 I’ve been studying this lesson about two months 
5 I am studying 
6 He is studying in the library 
7 He eats mango while studying 
8 Studying English is easy 
9 I am studying in Monash University 
10 Her hobby is studying math 
11 Studying math need more focus 
12 I believe when you studying hard everything is easy 
13 She loves studying 
14 We are studying English  
15 I studying in my friend house. 
16 This is instead of studying history for two year at university. 
17 I have been studying. 
18 Some students in my class studying hard. 
19 Studying is a key to get more knowledge. 
20 Agung was studying her again.  
BUILDING 
1 My mom buys new building in town 
2 Marry and i will go to the building 
3 Good company builds new building closer with my house 
4 Burjkhalifa is the highest building in the world. 
5 UAD’s building has ten floors. 
6 Ahmad dahlan university has building new campus. 
7 This building is very huge 
8 This building was built in 1960 
9 I building library 
10 Enegering was building a big road 
11 I like the building of campus 4. 
12 We are stay in the building at university 
13 Building house is make us happy and protect me especially 
14 Yesterday, i was building a house from stone. 
15 Building clean heart make us very well. 
16 I don’t like building something because i’m not “kulli” in Indonesia. 
17 They building the official’s room. 
18 Father building a hut. 
19 The beautiful building. 
20 Workers in the building trade.  
PAINTING 
1 My sister like painting 
2 This painting is so beautiful  
3 Monalisa painting is so amazing 
4 There is so many painting in affandi museum 
5 Painting is such a refreshing thing to do 
6 That exhibition is about nature painting 
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7 Ani loves to painting the nature 
8 My brother’s painting is so beautiful 
9 Who is the owner of painting? 
10 Rima and Tina went to exhibition to looking some painters 
11 Painting beach is dwi hobby 
12 Rani always painting fruit on the white board 
13 He likes painting 
14 Nada is the champion of painting competition. 
15 You are painting my life. 
16 Painting is a wonderful thing. 
17 I am painting a car. 
18 Painting a car is my hobby 
19 He was painting a restaurant yesterday. 
20 They arrive at the school for painting a view.  
TRYING 
1 The student trying to learn English  
2 The girl trying to ride bike 
3 The man trying to find food 
4 The student trying to find his book 
5 I’m trying to make cookies 
6 I’m trying a new machine for the first time 
7 My brother trying his new shoes in front of the mirror 
8 My brother trying to get us into detention  
9 He has been trying to sell the building. 
10 I am trying to forgetting you. 
11 Keep trying! 
12 Trying or crying? 
13 Do you want to trying this game? 
14 Marry is trying to help me. 
15 I challenge myself for trying the hard task 
16 I’m trying to finish this papers. 
17 I see the recipe for trying the delicious cake. 
18 Because of you i’m trying to move on 
19 Trying the difficult test is easy for an advance student. 
20 I am trying to be a good wife.  
INTERESTING 
1 All building in united arab emirates very interesting 
2 When i was child i have very interesting experience 
3 I’m interesting with your plan 
4 How can you make us interesting with your presentation? 
5 The most interesting thing in my life is having my parents. 
6 Read the instruction is one of the interesting step to do many activities, like get a 
license. 
7 “It’s just getting interesting”, he replied 
8 You are very interesting person. 
9 I interesting with this poem, i don’t know why. 
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SEMESTER 5 
STUDYING 
1 I am studying  every night 
2 She was studying in the guest room. 
3 He was studying with her friends 
4 They was studying in the yard. 
5 Yupi was studying to understand him. 
6 Andini was studying in SMK N 2 Depok. 
7 Puteri was studying in the class alone.  
8 Habibie was studying until tired. 
9 Sarah had been studying for 3 hours. 
10 I’m studying English subject with my friends 
11 Zaffa was studying at ahmaddahlan university since two years ago. 
12 Putri is studying physic in the class. 
13 Heri is studying his homework at 7 p.m until 9 p.m. 
14 To studying philosophy we have to study hard. 
15 Students in finland always studying seriously. 
16 Today i will studying philosophy of life. 
17 I am studying very hard. 
18 You are studying English language. 
19 She is studying music 
20 My uncle studying dancing on the floor.  
BUILDING 
1 I like that building very much 
2 The building is ready to be destroy 
3 The building at cyber jaya looks so interesting. 
4 Burjkhalifa is the tallest building in the world. 
5 Skyscraper is a call for a tall building. 
6 Spiderman needs building to swing. 
7 This building was built in 19th century. 
8 Some of best building looks so unique. 
9 UAD has ten floor building. 
10 Tall building is very risky get impact from earthquake. 
11 New York has a lot of tall building 
12 This building will be destroy this afternoon. 
13 She is building a garden. 
14 Riski have a building this room. 
15 The new building of that school has debatable position 
16 I have that building 
17 That building in front of you is mine 
18 Indonesia has building infrastructure. 
19 You must have a building yourself. 
20 You must a building to be confidence.  
PAINTING 
1 She is painting a car 
2 He is painting a door 
3 The boy are painting a windows 
4 Rony is painting a paper. 
5 It was not that painting. 
6 Except, i even started painting dancers. 
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7 He is rich enough to buy the painting  
8 Painting looks like a masterpiece 
9 Please, painting my dress 
10 Thats painting so georgeus 
11 This painting not ugly 
12 Your painting is so cool 
13 My father is painting him shoes 
14 Rina painting the sun 
15 Putri have painting her room 
16 The sky is so beautiful painting. 
17 The way is much painting 
18 The bag’s like painting the flower 
19 Where are you painting that’s jacket? 
20 The table have a painting.  
TRYING 
1 My father is trying to cook fried rice 
2 My brother is trying to play football 
3 I am trying to drink a coffee. 
4 Lia is trying to sleep in this night. 
5 She is trying to love me again. 
6 My mom is trying to cook delicious food. 
7 He is trying to call me again. 
8 Dina is trying to swim in the deep pool. 
9 He is trying to be handsome. 
10 My sister is trying to ride bikecycle 
11 Siput is trying to do homework. 
12 He is trying to move the table. 
13 I am trying to forget him 
14 Difference student trying to stand up in front of class 
15 Another heart trying to state love 
16 My mom is trying to clean the glass 
17 I am trying a car 
18 Hey trying please! 
19 She is trying to hug her father. 
20 He is trying to going a jet.  
INTERESTING 
1 You makes me interesting 
2 Oh, it was also interesting, so beautiful! 
3 It was such an interesting house. 
4 I interesting with you 
5 Johny was interesting sport topic 
6 That cat very interesting wolyboli. 
7 It is very interesting to watch till the end. 
8 This place is interesting. 
9 Lebanon owns an interesting history of Islamic civilization. 
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SEMESTER 7 
STUDYING 
1 Bruno is studying right now. 
2 Studying abroad isn’t difficult thing to do. 
3 Studying, is an activity that she hate the most. 
4 “Thanks for studying this materials independently, my kiddos” 
5 I am studying English education at the university of ahmaddahlan 
6 My friend is not studying English. 
7 In the mean time, i guess i’ll get some studying done 
8 Studying everyday make my score be high. 
9 Susan was studying English while my brother visited her house. 
10 Studying the case by experts prove that it is any of crucial issues. 
11 We have been studying English for half an hour.  
12 Aldi is studying right now. 
13 My sister is studying with her friends right now. 
14 Bela studying a mathematic for final assignment. 
15 My parents were studying at oxford university. 
16 Bela and aldi studying how to make a money. 
17 I am studying Indonesia in class. 
18 Galer squad is studying at gembiraloka about animal. 
19 For the exam tomorrow, agung is studying seriously. 
20 They are studying hard to pass the state college test.  
BUILDING 
1 My brother works in a building project. 
2 The committee should attend the meeting in the building which lies next to my 
apartment. 
3 Furniture to that building is funded by the government. 
4 I see your father building Ratna’s house. 
5 I like this building because very high 
6 This old building is very beautiful 
7 I have to work at the tall building 
8 The building was made by my father. 
9 The building near hospital is under construction. 
10 Building high-scale infrastructure requires a precise planning. 
11 The workers are building some bridges which connect among islands. 
12 They finished a regional project, building a highway in 2001.  
13 The governor proposed any building in disaster-hit areas 
14 Luke de young is the name of a person that contributes to regional building.  
15 The buildings lie along the seashore impressed the foreign tourists. 
16 Building a mosque spends much fund. 
17 Workers building an air port are usually proposed for those who meet physic 
health. 
18 Roni is building sand castle. 
19 You must building your future. 
20 You can building your home to be better.  
PAINTING 
1 My mom likes a beautiful painting. 
2 The painting is put in front of my room. 
3 Graffiti painting is a little bit difficult to do for beginner. 
4 I learn to painting and colouring. 
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5 Clara painting her wall. 
6 A painting competition will be held in January. 
7 Competition painting held in January last year. 
8 The abstract painting made by a five year-old baby was highly-priced. 
9 Adrian buys some paintings to decorate his bed room. 
10 You and i will join a painting competition next month. 
11 William is painting a four-leg duck. 
12 Hinata tried to recall naruto by painting his face on a piece of paper. 
13 A competition held in a number of central java regions will include a painting event 
for kids. 
14 The painting of Picasso was chiselled on the stone. 
15 The mobile phone starts turning on with the appearance of an apple as the special 
painting of the brand. 
16 People painting the wall of public places is regarded as vandals.  
17 Painting what an architect performs will take a longer time for an amateur like me. 
18 To make the animation of cartoon is carried out by first painting the character part. 
19 I decorate a living room by painting a footballer. 
20 The abstract painting looks more awkward due to its high-priced. 
TRYING 
1 I’m trying explain about word trying 
2 I have been trying to finish this exam. 
3 I am learning for trying the eilts examination next day. 
4 Dina said that she was trying to solve the problem. 
5 My friend is trying to climb the wall 
6 He is trying to eat rice 
7 Dina and matt come to my house trying my bycle 
8 Trying to complete the task is not easy. 
9 I am feeling confused but i am still trying to completed the task. 
10 Trying a new technique will be risky for the team at the final stage. 
11 Ann demands all her friends to attend the assembly trying to give suggestion. 
12 Garry and mom were trying to call her many times while she stayed in my house. 
13 This animal is trying to escape from predators 
14 The government trying to issue new traffic regulation was protested by drivers. 
15 The car is trying to avoid the jam by going through the red light. 
16 You are trying to join the organization. 
17 Harris and her sister have been trying to investigate the case carefully. 
18 Trying to count you on the business will benefit their parties. 
19 India trying to improve his economic growth was hit by starvation 
20 Granero was trying to score through a penalty free kick.  
INTERESTING 
1 I want to go parangteritis, there are said, that is one of interesting place in yogya. 
2 This book is very interesting. 
3 Uninteresting with him 
4 The interesting movie is harry potter. 
5 Presidential election will be not so interesting that some people stop doing money 
politics. 
6 I think this book is interesting to read.  
7 The event seems interesting,i’d like to join it. 
8 Your offer looks interesting 
9 You are very interesting people 
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ERRONEOUS DATA OF –ING FORM 
SEMESTER 1 
STUDYING 
1 My brother studying in the class. 
2 Wahyu studying match in class. 
3 Lula studying right now 
4 She studying biology and match. 
5 Reta studying English in class. 
6 Mira studying at home. 
7 Are studying now? 
8 My little brother is studying to walk. 
9 Studying is not the same as doing homework. 
10 She looks for some people and studying every people. 
BUILDING 
1 The existence of a childrens forum can building a child friendly village. 
2 Scouting can building young generation characters. 
3 What’s that building? 
4 Joko make a building that house. 
5 President have to building hospital 
PAINTING 
1 My hobbies include reading and painting. 
2 The wall must be dubbed out before painting. 
3 I painting your face in my book. 
4 When you painting in the door, looks amazing. 
5 Please painting and writing for me. 
6 Why you painting in the sad moment? 
TRYING 
1 Andi trying eat some food. 
2 I trying to call my friend now? 
3 My mother trying to cook some food. 
4 My partner trying to teach in front of the class. 
5 Are trying to protect her now? 
6 Hany trying to play follyball. 
7 My friend trying to called her brother to eat together. 
8 Ahmad trying to teach us 
9 My little sister trying to catch the flies.  
INTERESTING 
1 The girl so interesting 
2 My interesting is playing football. 
3 Interesting, what did he tell you? 
4 Your voice very interesting 
5 I was interesting with the new model of those brand shoes. 
6 They were interesting to our shoe.  




1 I believe when you studying hard everything is easy 
2 She loves studying 
3 I studying in my friend house. 
4 Some students in my class studying hard. 
5 Studying is a key to get more knowledge. 
6 Agung was studying her again.  
BUILDING 
1 Ahmad dahlan university has building new campus. 
2 I building library 
3 Yesterday, i was building a house from stone. 
4 They building the official’s room. 
5 Father building a hut. 
PAINTING 
1 My sister like painting 
2 Painting is such a refreshing thing to do 
3 Ani loves to painting the nature 
4 Rima and Tina went to exhibition to looking some painters 
5 Rani always painting fruit on the white board 
6 He likes painting 
7 Painting is a wonderful thing. 
TRYING 
1 The student trying to learn English  
2 The girl trying to ride bike 
3 The man trying to find food 
4 The student trying to find his book 
5 My brother trying his new shoes in front of the mirror 
6 My brother trying to get us into detention  
7 Trying or crying? 
8 Do you want to trying this game? 
9 I see the recipe for trying the delicious cake. 
INTERESTING 
1 All building in united arab emirates very interesting 
2 I’m interesting with your plan 
3 How can you make us interesting with your presentation? 
4 I interesting with this poem, i don’t know why. 









1 To studying philosophy we have to study hard. 
2 Students in finland always studying seriously. 
3 Today i will studying philosophy of life. 
BUILDING 
1 Riski have a building this room. 
2 Indonesia has building infrastructure. 
3 You must have a building yourself. 
4 You must a building to be confidence 
5 Spiderman needs building to swing. 
PAINTING 
1 painting looks like a masterpiece 
2 Please, painting my dress 
3 Thats painting so georgeus 
4 Rina painting the sun 
5 Putri have painting her room 
6 The way is much painting 
7 The bag’s like painting the flower 
TRYING 
1 Difference student trying to stand up in front of class 
2 Another heart trying to state love 
3 Hey trying please! 
INTERESTING 
1 I interesting with you 
2 Johny was interesting sport topic 
3 That cat very interesting wolyboli. 
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SEMESTER 7 
STUDYING 
1 Studying, is an activity that she hate the most. 
2 Bela studying a mathematic for final assignment. 
3 Bela and aldi studying how to make a money. 
BUILDING 
1 You must building your future. 
2 You can building your home to be better.  
PAINTING 
1 I learn to painting and colouring. 
2 Clara painting her wall. 
3 Competition painting held in January last year. 
INTERESTING 
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MISCONCEPTION CATEGORIES 
 
No Misconceptions Sentence Reflection 
1. Ignorance of rule 
restriction 
1. The existence of a childrens forum can 
building a child friendly village. 
1. The existence of a children forum can build a 
friendly village. 
 2. Scouting can building young generation 
characters 
2. Scouting can build young generation 
characters 
 3. President have to building hospital 3. President has to build a hospital. 
 4. Please painting and writing for me. 4. Please paint and write it for me! 
 5. Yesterday, i was building a house from stone. 5. I built a house made of stone yesterday. 
 6. Ani loves to painting the nature 6. Ani loves painting the nature. 
 7. Rani always painting fruit on the white board 7. Rani always paint fruit on the white board. 
 8. Do you want to trying this game? 8. Do you want to try this game? 
 9. To studying philosophy we have to study 
hard. 
9. To study philosophy, we have to study hard. 
 10. Students in finland always studying seriously. 10. Students in Finland always study seriously.  
 11. The way is much painting 11. The road is surrounded by many paintings. 
 12. Today i will studying philosophy of life. 12. I will study the philosophy of life. 
 13. Riski have a building this room. 13. Riski has built this room. 
 14. You must have a building yourself. 14. You must have built your own capability. 
 15. You must a building to be confidence 15. You must have built your own confidence. 
 16. Please, painting my dress 16. Please paint my dress! 
 17. Putri have painting her room 17. Putri has painted her room. 
 
18. I learn to painting and colouring. 18. I learn to the painting and colouring 
techniques  
 19. You must building your future. 19. You must build your future. 
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 20. You can building your home to be better. 20. You can build your home to be better. 
 21. Hey trying please! 21. Please try! 
2. 
Incomplete application of 
rules 
1. My brother studying in the class. 1. My brother is studying in the class. 
  2. Wahyu studying match in class. 2. Wahyu is studying math in a class. 
  3. Lula studying right now 3. Lula is studying right now. 
  4. She studying biology and match. 4. She is studying biology and math. 
  5. Reta studying English in class. 5. Reta is studying English in a class. 
  6. Mira studying at home. 6. Mira is studying at home. 
  7. Are studying now? 7. Are you studying now? 
  8. My little brother studying to walk.. 8. My little brother is studying to walk.  
  9. What’s that building? 9. What building is that? 
  10. Interesting, what did he tell you? 10. It was interesting. What did he tell you? 
  11. Andi trying eat some food. 11. Andi is trying to eat some foods. 
  12. I trying to call my friend now? 12. I am trying to call my friend now. 
  13. My mother trying to cook some food. 13. My mother is trying to cook some foods. 
  
14. My partner trying to teach in front of the 
class. 
14. My partner is trying to teach me in front of 
the class. 
  15. Are trying to protect her now? 15. Are you trying to protect her now? 
  16. Hany trying to play follyball. 16. Hany is trying to play volley ball. 
  
17. My friend trying to called her brother to eat 
together. 
17. My friend is trying to call her brother to eat 
together. 
  18. Ahmad trying to teach us 18. Ahmad is trying to teach us. 
  19. My little sister trying to catch the flies. 19. My little sister is trying to catch the flies. 
  20. Why you painting in the sad moment? 20. Why are you painting it in the sad moment? 
  21. Your voice very interesting 21. Your voice is very interesting. 
  22. I painting your face in my book. 22. I am painting your face in my book. 
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23. When you painting in the door, looks 
amazing. 
23. Your painting something on the door looks 
amazing. 
  
24. I believe when you studying hard everything 
is easy  
24. I believe if you study hard, everything will 
be easy. 
  25. I studying in my friend house. 25. I am studying in my friend’s house. 
  
26. I see the recipe for trying the delicious cake. 26. I see the ingredient, trying to make the 
delicious cake 
  27. Rima and Tina went to exhibition to looking 
some painters 
27.  Rima and tina went to an exhibition to look 
at some paintings 
  
28. Studying is a key to get more knowledge. 28. Studying a number of fields is a key to get 
more knowledge 
  29. The man trying to find food 29. The man is trying to find something good. 
  30. My brother trying to get us into detention 30. My brother is trying to get us into detention. 
  31. Trying or crying? 31. Will you try or cry? 
  
32. My brother trying his new shoes in front of 
the mirror 
32. My brother is trying his new shoes at the 
front of a mirror. 
  33. The student trying to find his book 33. The student is trying to  find his book. 
  34. The girl trying to ride bike 34. The girl is trying to ride a bike. 
  35. The student trying to learn English 35. The student is trying to learn English 
  36. Father building a hut. 36. Father is building a hut. 
  37. They building the official’s room. 37. They are building the official’s room 
  38. I building library. 38. I am building a library. 
  
39. All building in united arab emirates very 
interesting 




40. This film interest me to always watching. 40. This film is interesting for me to always 
watch it. 
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41. Competition Painting held in January last 
year. 
41. A painting competition was held in January 
last year. 
  42. Clara painting her wall 42. Clara is painting her wall. 
  43. Bela and aldi studying how to make a money.. 43. Bela and aldi are studying how to earn 
money. 
  
44. Bela studying a mathematic for final 
assignment. 
44. Bela is studying mathematics for the final 
assignment.  
  45. Another heart trying to state love 45. Another heart is trying to call. 
  46. Difference student trying to stand up in front 
of class 
46. A different student is trying to stand up in 
front of the class. 
  47. Rina painting the sun 47. Rina is painting the sun 
  48. Thats painting so georgeus 48. Those paintings are so gorgeous.  
  49. Ahmad dahlan university has building new 
campus. 
49. Ahmad dahlan university has been building a 
new campus for a year. 
3. False concept 
hypothesized  
1. Studying is not the same as doing homework. 
2. She looks for some people and studying every 
people. 
3. Joko make a building that house. 
4. My hobbies include reading and painting. 
5. The wall must be dubbed out before painting. 
6. The girl so interesting 
7. My interesting is playing football. 
8. They were interesting to our shoe.  
9. I was interesting with the new model of those 
brand shoes. 
10. She loves studying. 
11. Agung was studying her again. 
1. Studying a lesson is not the same as 
doing homework. 
2. She looks for some people and teaches 
them. 
3. Joko is building that house. 
4. My hobbies include reading a book and 
painting scenery. 
5. The wall must be dubbed  
6. The girl is very interesting. 
7. My interest is playing football. 
8. They were interested in our shoes. 
9. I was interested in the new model of 
those shoe brands. 
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12. My sister like painting 
13. Painting is such a refreshing thing to do. 
14. He likes painting 
15. Painting is a wonderful thing. 
16. I’m interesting with your plan 
17. How can you make us interesting with your 
presentation? 
18. I interesting with this poem, i don’t know 
why. 
19. Spiderman needs building to swing. 
20. painting looks like a masterpiece 
21. The bag’s like painting the flower 
22. I interesting with you 
23. Johny was interesting sport topic 
24. That cat very interesting wolyboli. 
25. James is interesting with you. 
26. Studying, is an activity that she hate the most. 
27. Uninteresting with him 
10. She loves studying English 
11. Agung was teaching her again, when he 
visited her school. 
12. My sister likes painting a house. 
13. Painting scenery is such refreshing thing 
to do. 
14. He likes painting an animal. 
15. The painting is a wonderful thing. 
16. I’m interested in your plan. 
17. How can you make us interested in your 
presentation? 
18. I am interested in this poem and i don’t 
know why. 
19. Spiderman needs some buildings to 
swing. 
20. The Painting looks like a masterpiece. 
21. The bag’s like the painting of a flower. 
22. I am interested in you. 
23. Johny was interested in a sport topic. 
24. That cat is very interesting. 
25. James is interested in you. 
26. Studying a material is an activity that she 
hates the most. 
27. I  am uninterested in him. 
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1 Studying is not the same as doing homework. 
PREDICATIVE 
1 My brother studying in the class. 
2 She was studying in irlandia last year. 
3 I am studying in boston, with my dear teacher. 
4 Sam is studying to be a veterinarian. 
5 I am studying at campus. 
6 Wahyu studying match in class. 
7 We are studying about environtment. 
8 Are you studying right now? 
9 Lula studying right now 
10 She studying biology and match. 
11 Reta studying English in class. 
12  Are you studying physic? 
13 Mira studying at home. 
14 Are studying now? 
15 My little brother studying to walk. 
16  I am studying with my teacher. 
17 He was studying math for a long time. 
18 She looks for some people and studying every people. 
19 I go to school every day, i am studying many kind of materials. 10 
BUILDING 
NOMINAL 
1 Building in rural areas in pangelengan through agricultural vocation education. 
2 Building Indonesia from the village through contextual education 
3 I like this building, it so beautiful. 
4 I don’t like high building 
5 This building is so dirty. 
6 Do you she beautiful building? 
7 This building is near completion. 
8 This building is very large. 
9 What’s that building? 
10 Joko make a building that house. 
11 Look at that building! 
12 Luxury building has been maked by arcitece. 
13 Jakarta has many big buildings. 
14 Tell me how high that building! 
15 I love this building. 
16 The architecture draws a unique building. 
17 I have this building.  
PREDICATIVE 
1 President have to building hospital 
2 Scouting can building young generation characters. 
3 The existence of a childrens forum can building a child friendly village. 
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PAINTING 
NOMINAL 
1 The outside of the house needs painting 
2 I’ll do some painting this afternoon. 
3 Is the painting a genuine Picasso? 
4 The ownership of the painting remains unclear. 
5 My hobbies include reading and painting. 
6 He stepped back to admire the painting. 
7 The rain has spoilt my painting. 
8 The wall must be dubbed out before painting. 
9 It’s beautiful painting. 
10 This house needs painting. 
11 Tom completed his painting. 
12 His hobby is painting pictures. 
13 You must not touch the painting. 
14 That’s a beautiful painting. 
15 Whose paintings are these? 
16 Do you have the painting?  
PREDICATIVE 
1 I painting your face in my book. 
2 When you painting in the door, looks amazing. 
3 Please painting and writing for me. 
4 Why you painting in the sad moment? 
TRYING 
NOMINAL  
1 The boys lost no time in trying it. 
2 Trying new experiences teaches us about a true life 
PREDICATIVE 
1 Andi trying eat some food. 
2 I’m trying drive a car. 
3 Are you trying to study now? 
4 I trying to call my friend now? 
5 She is trying to study hard 
6 My mother trying to cook some food. 
7 My partner trying to teach in front of the class. 
9 Nick was trying to wake her up so they could go to the mall. 
10 Why were you trying to call him? 
11 He’s trying to change, but it’s not easy. 
12 He’s trying to change, but it's not easy 
13 Maybe cattie was simply trying to stay out of trouble. 
14 Are trying to protect her now? 
15 Hany trying to play follyball. 
16 My friend trying to called her brother to eat together. 
17 Ahmad trying to teach us 
18 My little sister trying to catch the flies.  
INTERESTING 
NOMINAL 
1 My interesting is playing football. 
ADJECTIVAL 
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1 I find it interesting to observe, molly. 
2 Sound interesting, may i look at it? 
3 That might prove interesting, don’t you think? 
4 The girl so interesting 
5 Interesting, what did he tell you? 
6 Combination word make sentence interesting. 
7 Your voice very interesting 
8 I was interesting with the new model of those brand shoes. 





1 Studying English is easy 
2 Her hobby is studying math 
3 Studying math need more focus 
4 She loves studying 
5 This is instead of studying history for two year at university. 
6 Studying is a key to get more knowledge. 
PREDICATIVE 
1 Shinta helping her mother cooking while she’s studying math 
2 That lecture stare at me when we are studying in her class 
3 I bother him when he is studying 
4 I’ve been studying this lesson about two months 
5 I am studying 
6 He is studying in the library 
7 I am studying in Monash University 
8 I believe when you studying hard everything is easy 
9 We are studying English  
10 I studying in my friend house. 
11 I have been studying. 
12 Some students in my class studying hard. 
13 Agung was studying her again.  
ADVERBIAL 
1 He eats mango while studying 
BUILDING 
NOMINAL 
1 My mom buys new building in town 
2 Marry and i will go to the building 
3 Good company builds new building closer with my house 
4 Burjkhalifa is the highest building in the world. 
5 UAD’s building has ten floors. 
6 This building is very huge 
7 This building was built in 1960 
8 I like the building of campus 4. 
9 We are stay in the building at university 
10 Building house is make us happy and protect me especially 
11 Building clean heart make us very well. 
12 I don’t like building something because i’m not “kulli” in Indonesia. 
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13 The beautiful building. 
14 Workers in the building. 
PREDICATIVE 
1 I building library 
2 Enegering was building a big road 
3 They building the official’s room. 
4 Father building a hut. 
5 Ahmad dahlan university has building new campus. 
6 Yesterday, i was building a house from stone. 
PAINTING 
NOMINAL 
1 My sister like painting 
2 This painting is so beautiful  
3 Monalisa painting is so amazing 
4 There is so many painting in affandi museum 
5 Painting is such a refreshing thing to do 
6 That exhibition is about nature painting 
7 Ani loves to painting the nature 
8 My brother’s painting is so beautiful 
9 Who is the owner of painting? 
10 Rima and Tina went to exhibition to looking some painters 
11 Painting beach is dwi hobby 
12 painting fruit on the white board 
13 He likes painting 
14 Nada is the champion of painting competition. 
15 Painting is a wonderful thing. 
16 Painting a car is my hobby 
17 They arrive at the school for painting a view. 6 
PREDICATIVE 
1 You are painting my life. 
2 I am painting a car. 
3 He was painting a restaurant yesterday. 
TRYING 
NOMINAL 
1 Keep trying! 
2 Do you want to trying this game? 
3 I challenge myself for trying the hard task 
4 I see the recipe for trying the delicious cake. 
5 Trying the difficult test is easy for an advance student. 
PREDICATIVE 
1 The student trying to learn English  
2 The girl trying to ride bike 
3 The man trying to find food 
4 The student trying to find his book 
5 I’m trying to make cookies 
6 I’m trying a new machine for the first time 
7 My brother trying his new shoes in front of the mirror 
8 My brother trying to get us into detention  
9 He has been trying to sell the building. 
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10 I am trying to forgetting you. 
11 Trying or crying? 
12 Marry is trying to help me. 
13 I’m trying to finish this papers. 
14 Because of you i’m trying to move on 
15 I am trying to be a good wife.  
INTERESTING 
ADJECTIVAL 
1 All building in united arab emirates very interesting 
2 When i was child i have very interesting experience 
3 I’m interesting with your plan 
4 How can you make us interesting with your presentation? 
5 The most interesting thing in my life is having my parents. 
6 Read the instruction is one of the interesting step to do many activities, like get a license. 
7 “It’s just getting interesting”, he replied 
8 You are very interesting person. 
9 I interesting with this poem, i don’t know why. 
PREDICATIVE 





1 To studying philosophy we have to study hard. 
PREDICATIVE 
1 I am studying  every night 
2 She was studying in the guest room. 
3 He was studying with her friends 
4 They was studying in the yard. 
5 Yupi was studying to understand him. 
6 Andini was studying in SMK N 2 Depok. 
7 Putri was studying in the class alone.  
8 Habibie was studying until tired. 
9 Sarah had been studying for 3 hours. 
10 I’m studying English subject with my friends 
11 Zaffa was studying at ahmaddahlan university since two years ago. 
12 Putri is studying physic in the class. 
13 Heri is studying his homework at 7 p.m until 9 p.m. 
14 Students in finland always studying seriously. 
15 Today i will studying philosophy of life. 
16 I am studying very hard. 
17 You are studying English language. 
18 She is studying music 
19 My uncle studying dancing on the floor.  
BUILDING 
NOMINAL 
1 I like that building very much 
2 The building is ready to be destroy 
3 The building at cyber jaya looks so interesting. 
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4 Burjkhalifa is the tallest building in the world. 
5 Skyscraper is a call for a tall building. 
6 Spiderman needs building to swing. 
7 This building was built in 19th century. 
8 Some of best building looks so unique. 
9 UAD has ten floor building. 
10 Tall building is very risky get impact from earthquake. 
11 New York has a lot of tall building 
12 This building will be destroy this afternoon. 
13 Riski have a building this room. 
14 The new building of that school has debatable position 
15 I have that building 
16 That building in front of you is mine 
PREDICATIVE 
1 She is building a garden. 
2 Indonesia has building infrastructure. 
3 You must have a building yourself. 
4 You must a building to be confidence.  
PAINTING 
NOMINAL 
1 It was not that painting. 
2 Except, i even started painting dancers. 
3 He is rich enough to buy the painting  
4 My painting looks like a masterpiece 
5 Thats painting so georgeus 
6 This painting not ugly 
7 Your painting is so cool 
8 The sky is so beautiful painting. 
9 The way is much painting 
10 The bag’s like painting the flower 
11 The table have a painting. 5 
PREDICATIVE 
1 She is painting a car 
2 He is painting a door 
3 The boy are painting a windows 
4 Rony is painting a paper. 
5 Please, painting my dress 
6 Rina painting the sun 
7 Putri have painting her room 
8 My father is painting him shoes 
9 Where are you painting that’s jacket? 
TRYING 
PREDICATIVE 
1 My father is trying to cook fried rice 
2 My brother is trying to play football 
3 I am trying to drink a coffee. 
4 Lia is trying to sleep in this night. 
5 She is trying to love me again. 
6 My mom is trying to cook delicious food. 
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7 He is trying to call me again. 
8 Dina is trying to swim in the deep pool. 
9 He is trying to be handsome. 
10 My sister is trying to ride bikecycle 
11 Siput is trying to do homework. 
12 He is trying to move the table. 
13 I am trying to forget him 
14 Difference student trying to stand up in front of class 
15 Another heart trying to state love 
16 My mom is trying to clean the glass 
17 I am trying a car 
18 Hey trying please! 
19 She is trying to hug her father. 
20 He is trying to going a jet.  
INTERESTING 
ADJECTIVAL 
1 You makes me interesting 
2 Oh, it was also interesting, so beautiful! 
3 It was such an interesting house.  
4 I interesting with you 
5 Johny was interesting sport topic 
6 That cat very interesting wolyboli. 
7 It is very interesting to watch till the end. 
8 This place is interesting. 
9 Lebanon owns an interesting history of Islamic civilization. 





1 Studying abroad isn’t difficult thing to do. 
2 “Thanks for studying this materials independently, my kiddos” 
3 In the mean time, i guess i’ll get some studying done 
4 Studying everyday make my score high. 
5 Studying the case by experts prove that it is any of crucial issues. 
PREDICATIVE 
1 Bruno is studying right now. 
2 Studying, is an activity that she hate the most. 
3 I am studying English education at the university of ahmaddahlan 
4 My friend is not studying English. 
5 Susan was studying English while my brother visited her house. 
6 We have been studying English for half an hour.  
7 Aldi is studying right now. 
8 My sister is studying with her friends right now. 
9 Bela studying a mathematic for final assignment. 
10 My parents were studying at oxford university. 
11 Bela and aldi studying how to make a money. 
12 I am studying Indonesia in class. 
13 Galer squad is studying at gembiraloka about animal. 
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14 For the exam tomorrow, agung is studying seriously. 
15 They are studying hard to pass the state college test. 3 
BUILDING 
NOMINAL 
1 The committee should attend the meeting in the building which lies next to my apartment. 
2 Furniture to that building is funded by the government. 
3 I like this building because very high 
4 This old building is very beautiful 
5 I have to work at the tall building 
6 The building was made by my father. 
7 The building near hospital is under construction. 
8 Building high-scale infrastructure requires a precise planning. 
9 The governor proposed any building in disaster-hit areas 
10 Luke de young is the name of a person that contributes to regional building.  
11 The buildings lie along the seashore impressed the foreign tourists. 
12 Building a mosque spends much fund. 
PREDICATIVE 
1 The workers are building some bridges which connect among islands. 
2 Roni is building sand castle. 
3 You must building your future. 
4 You can building your home to be better.  
ADJECTIVAL 
1 My brother works in a building project. 
2 I see your father building Ratna’s house. 
3 Workers building an air port are usually proposed for those who meet physic health. 
ADVERBIAL 
1 They finished a regional project building a highway in 2001.  
PAINTING 
NOMINAL 
1 My mom likes a beautiful painting. 
2 The painting is put in front of my room. 
3 Graffiti painting is a little bit difficult to do for beginner. 
4 I learn to painting and colouring. 
5 The abstract painting made by a five year-old baby was highly-priced. 
6 Adrian buys some paintings to decorate his bed room. 
7 Hinata tried to recall naruto by painting his face on a piece of paper.  
8 The painting of Picasso was chiselled on the stone. 
9 The mobile phone starts turning on with the appearance of an apple as the special painting 
of the brand. 
10 Painting what an architect performs will take a longer time for an amateur like me. 
11 To make the animation of cartoon is carried out by first painting the character part. 
12 I decorate a living room by painting a footballer. 
13 The abstract painting looks more awkward due to its high-priced  
PREDICATIVE 
1 Clara painting her wall. 
2 William is painting a four-leg duck. 
ADJECTIVAL 
1 A painting competition will be held in January. 
2 Painting competition was held in January last year. 
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3 You and i will join a painting competition next month. 
4 A competition held in a number of central java regions will include a painting event for 
kids. 
5 People painting the wall of public places is regarded as vandals.  
TRYING 
NOMINAL 
1 I am learning for trying the eilts examination next day. 
2 Trying to complete the task is not easy. 
3 Trying a new technique will be risky for the team at the final stage. 
4 Trying to count you on the business will benefit their parties. 
PREDICATIVE 
1 I’m trying explain about word trying 
2 I have been trying to finish this exam. 
3 Dina said that she was trying to solve the problem. 
4 My friend is trying to climb the wall 
5 He is trying to eat rice 
6 I am feeling confused but i am still trying to completed the task. 
7 Garry and mom were trying to call her many times while she stayed in my house. 
8 This animal is trying to escape from predators 
9 The car is trying to avoid the jam by going through the red light. 
10 You are trying to join the organization. 
11 Harris and her sister have been trying to investigate the case carefully. 
12 Granero was trying to score through a penalty free kick.  
ADJECTIVAL 
1 The government trying to issue new traffic regulation was protested by drivers. 
2 India trying to improve his economic growth was hit by starvation 
ADVERBIAL 
1 Dina and matt come to my house trying my bycle 
2 Ann demands all her friends to attend the assembly trying to give suggestion. 
INTERESTING 
ADJECTIVAL 
1 I want to go parangteritis, there are said, that is one of interesting place in yogya. 
2 This book is very interesting. 
3 Uninteresting with him 
4 The interesting movie is harry potter. 
5 Presidential election will be not so interesting that some people stop doing money politics. 
6 I think this book is interesting to read.  
7 The event seems interesting,i’d like to join it. 
8 Your offer looks interesting 
9 You are very interesting people 













To all respondents 
Researcher  : ‘Apa yang mas/mba ketahui tentang –ing form?’ 
  ‘What do you know about –ing form?’ 
All respondents  : ‘kata imbuhan–ing yang gerund itu to mas’ 
    ‘words containing –ing so called as gerund’ 
Researcher  : ‘Apakah sejauh ini pembelajaran bentuk–ing hanya gerund? ’ 
  ‘Do you just learn and understand –ing form this far?’  
All respondents  : ‘seingat saya sih ia mas, soalnya udh lupa e’ 
    ‘i keep in mind that i just learn gerund form this far’ 
Researcher   : ‘Kalian pernah tau gak kalu bentuk-bentuk –ing itu ada yang disebut,  
     gerund,  verbal noun, - Ing deverbal noun, verbal adjective, -    
      ingdeverbal adjective, dan participle yang maknany bisa berbeda-   
     beda?  ’ 
   ‘Do you know that –ing forms comprise gerund, verbal noun, - 
    ingdeverbal noun, verbal adjective, -ing deverbal adjective, dan   
    participle which contain different meanings?’  
All respondents  : ‘aduh, kurang tau e mas, tapi saya pernah dengar yang participle tapi  
     kek nya sama dengan gerund.’ 
    ‘what on earth! I’m not really sure about that, i’ve precisely known  
    participle but i forget it ’ 
 
Respondent 1 
Researcher  : ‘kalau kata interesting yang mas maksud disini i’m interesting with  
     your plan’ Menarik atau tertarik dan kenapa bisa begitu?’ 
     What is meant by interesting as you compose in the construction? 
Respondent  : ‘tertarik’  
     ‘interested’ 
 
Respondent 2 
Researcher  : ‘tulisan mba yang ini i’m interesting with your plan maksudnya  
     bagimana?’ 
    ‘what do you mean with this i’m interesting with your plan?’ 
Respondent  : ‘saya tertarik dengan rencana mu,hehe ia gak si mas?’ 
   ‘saya tertarik dengan rencana mu, is it correct?’ 
Researcher  : ‘kalau saya mengatakan i’m interested in your plan itu berarti artinya  
     sama gak? 
    ‘is it the same as the sentence i’m interested in your plan?’  
Respondent  : ‘eh, sama opo mas hehe, keknya sama deh’ 
    ‘i think they are similar’ 
 
Respondent 3 
Researcher  : ‘tulisan mba yang ini***** University has building new campus  
     maksudnya bgimana?’ 
    ‘what do you mean with this ***** University has building new  
     campus?’ 
Respondent  : ‘Universitas***** telah membangun kampus baru?’ 
    ‘***** University has been building a new campus’  
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Researcher  : ‘kalau saya mengatakan she has buildings near a new campus itu  
    berarti artinya sama gak?’ 
    ‘is it the same as the sentence she has buildings near a new campus ?’  
Respondent  : ‘dia telah bangun dekat kampus baru’ 
    ‘yes, it means she has built buildings near a campus’ 
 
Respondent 4 
Researcher  : ‘tulisan mas yang ini today i will studying philosophy of life  
     maksudnya bgimana?’ 
    ‘what do you mean with this i will studying philosophy of life?’ 
Respondent  : ‘saya mau belajar filosofi kehidupan’ 
  ‘i will study the philosophy of life’  
Researcher  : ‘kalau saya mengatakan i will study the philosophy of life itu berarti  
     artinya sama gak?’ 
    ‘is it the same as the sentence i will study the philosophy of life?’  
Respondent  : ‘ehm, sama kayaknya mas’ 
    ‘yes, it is’ 
 
Respondent 5 
Researcher  : ‘tulisan mba  yang ini  today i learn to painting and coloring  
     maksudnya bgimana?’ 
    ‘what do you mean with this i learn to painting and coloring?’ 
Respondent  : ‘saya belajar melukis dan mewarnai’ 
    ‘i learn to paint and colour’ 
Researcher  : ‘kalau saya mengatakan she takes a seat next to paintings itu berarti  
     artinya 
     Dia duduk di samping beberapa lukisan atau dia duduk di samping    
     juga melukis?’ 
    ‘what does the sentence she takes a seat next to paintings mean either  
     Dia duduk di samping beberapa lukisan or dia duduk di samping  
     melukis?’ 
Respondent  : ‘dia duduk di samping melukis’  
    ‘she takes a seat and paints something’ 
 
Respondent 6 
Researcher  : ‘tulisan mas  yang ini hey trying please maksudnya bagimana?’ 
    ‘what do you mean with this hey trying please?’ 
Respondent  : ‘hey tolong coba!’ 
    ‘hey, try please!’ 
Researcher  : ‘kalau saya mengatakan try please! Itu berarti artinya sama gak? 
    ‘is it the same as try please?’ 
Respondent  : ‘ehmheh egak tau mas’ 
    ‘ehmh, i’m sorry i’m not really sure’ 
 
Respondent 7 
Researcher  : ‘tulisan mas  yang ini Agung was studying her again maksudnya  
     bagimana?’ 
    ‘what do you mean with this Agung was studying her again?’ 
Respondent  : ‘Agung sedang ngajarin dia lagi’ 
    ‘agung was teaching her again!’ 
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Respondent 8 
Researcher  : ‘tulisan mas yang ini spiderman needs building to swim maksudnya  
     bagimana?’ 
    ‘what do you mean with this spiderman needs building to swing?’ 
Respondent  : ‘spiderman butuh bangunan untuk berayun’ 
    ‘spiderman needs buildins to swim’ 
Researcher  : ‘kalau saya mengatakan it seems like a building dan it seems like  
     buildings sama berartiya mas?’ 
Respondent  : ‘ia sama mas’ 
    ‘yes, it’s similar’ 
 
Respondent 9 
Researcher  : ‘tulisan mas  yangini Ahmad trying to teach us? Maksudnya  
     bagimana?’ 
    ‘what do you mean with this Ahmad trying to teach us?’ 
Respondent  : ‘Ahmad mencoba mengajari kita’ 
    ‘Ahmad is trying to teach us’ 
Researcher  : ‘kalau saya mengatakan Ahmad trying to teach us seems tired berarti  
    gimana tuh maksudnya?’ 
       ‘what does the sentence Ahmad trying to teach us seems tired mean?’ 
Respondent  : ‘Ahmad mencoba mengajari kita...?? seems itu artinya apa e mas, lupa  
     hehe’ 
    ‘Ahmad is trying to teach us..?? could you please tell me what the  
     word seems mean?’ 
 
Respondent 10 
Researcher  : ‘tulisan mas  yang ini the way is much painting maksudnya  
     bagimana?’ 
    ‘what do you mean with this the way is much painting?’ 
Respondent  : ‘jalanya banyak lukisan’ 
    ‘The road is mostly painted’ 
 
